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It's not just about the posture. It's about every organ that is
attached to the skeleton.
Organ placement within pelvic cavity-how are they functioning?
Get up and move. Get your posture aligned as well as stay at
home on the computer.

10:05 85 year old father had 8 vials of blood drawn at VA
Everything fantastic. 

12:14 Thanks for taking care of J.
RNA Drops acts as a buffer against our fear so we can relax and
allow.

12:55 Re: visit to your doctor. Medical history questions - check all
boxes as N/A. No association between now and your 
ancestor's history.
It's more about you taking your power and being forced into
a scenario.

14:44 Resistance gives what the doctors say reality.
Ignore what everyone is saying and just don't reply.
Put in whatever you want instead of resisting.

17:12 The Drops can be used to stay alert during a drive.
14 hours by myself and never felt fatigued.
5 Hour Energy Drinks cost analysis. 

RNA Drops at Burning Man
20:35 Garage Sale

Gay and HIV Positive - low energy and fatigued

Saturday-Monday - Total joy - feeling fantastic
24:14

healthshop101.com  for the angstrom iron.
25:44 Sprain Trauma

RNA Drops
Ice
Compression
Which ankle is sprained?

26:26 Yes, the Drops at Burning Man.
27:27 Nose looks fatter than it used to be, within the last few months.

Total Biology what does that mean?
On products for four months.
I did have a nose job when I was 19  years old.
Some detoxification going around your nose; around the 
scar tissue.
Don't focus on our nose. Just forget about it.
Only reason it would get worse is  if you focus on it.
Can't get enough energy to exercise.
It's a chore to walk around the block.

33:00 RNA Drops on my eyes brows and they are growing back.

integrativehealthsource.com - Lynn Foutch

Dehydration in dry area - ReLyte helped me stay hydrated.

Told him about ReMag. Went home with ReMag.

Pico ionic iron supplement

Completement Products



33:31
Scar tissue in bone marrow where blood cells are supposed
to be produced.
No harm in your friend trying RNA Drops.
Self-devaluation relating to family/ancestors.
Devaluation related to my blood lineage.
People get cancer when they have a conflict they don't feel
can be solved. Talking about the conflict can help.

37:55 Wife has been on drops for 2 1/2-3 weeks
Wife had a tremor in her hand ever since I met her.
Hold her hand in church - no tremors.
Shoulders have been better than they have ever been.
Drawing at arm's length for hours.
Feeling happy and blessed to be introduced to the product.

48:15 Left ankle.

Conflict of direction and not knowing where to go.
I feel devalued in what I'm doing - not performing well enough.
Left side is related to parents and children.

50:15 Notes from Total Biology Lectures

50:59 Alzheimer's Treatment
Magnesium is a good start.

Drops according to the directions on the bottle.
52:30 Arthritis and skin rash from psoriasis increased.

Going a bit too fast with everything; detoxing too much.
Drop back and slow down a bit.
These products are very powerful.

54:48 Urine is more and more intensely yellow.
Drinking lots of water.

Detoxing old chemicals, drugs, additives.
Improving kidney function.
Ongoing adventure.

Friend diagnosed with mylofibrosis

Signed up for German New Medicine webinars. Isadora Laker

Biogeneology by Patrick Obissier

I'd be putting my parent on ReMag, ReLyte, ReAline, and RNA

Related to taking ReLyte.
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